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Abstract
A sparser but more efficient connection rule (called a bond-cutoff method) for a simplified a-carbon coarse-grained elastic network model is

presented. One of conventional connection rules for elastic network models is the distance-cutoff method, where virtual springs connect an a-

carbon with all neighbor a-carbons within predefined distance-cutoff value. However, though the maximum interaction distance between

a-carbons is reported as 7Å, this cutoff value can make the elastic network unstable in many cases of protein structures. Thus, a larger cutoff

value (>11Å) is often used to establish a stable elastic network model in previous researches. To overcome this problem, a connection rule for

backbone model is proposed, which satisfies the minimum condition to stabilize an elastic network. Based on the backbone connections, each

type of chemical interactions is considered and added to the elastic network model: disulfide bonds, hydrogen bonds, and salt-bridges. In addition,

the van der Waals forces between a-carbons are modeled by using the distance-cutoff method. With the proposed connection rule, one can

make an elastic network model with less than 7Å distance cutoff, which can reveal protein flexibility more sharply. Moreover, the normal modes

from the new elastic network model can reflect conformational changes of a given protein better than ones by the distance-cutoff method.

This method can save the computational cost when calculating normal modes of a given protein structure, because it can reduce the total number

of connections. As a validation, six example proteins are tested. Computational times and the overlap values between the conformational

change and infinitesimal motion calculated by normal mode analysis are presented. Those animations are also available at UMass Morph Server

(http://biomechanics.ecs.umass.edu/umms.html).

# 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The normal mode analysis (NMA) is a useful tool to

analyze the dynamic characteristics for a protein structure in

the frequency domain, and it is often used to calculate the

flexibility of protein structures, conformational changes, or

temperature factors. Basically, in NMA, one treats the protein

structure as a mass-spring system, namely, an elastic network

model as depicted in Fig. 1. Each atom is treated as a point

mass and the interactions between atoms as virtual springs.
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Mathematically, we can derive the dynamic equation of

this mass-spring system using Lagrange’s equation such

that

d

dt

�
@L

@ḋi

�
� @L

@di
¼ 0; (1)

where L ¼ T � V [1]. T is the kinetic energy, and V is the

potential energy of an elastic network model. di is the i th

component of generalized deviation vector d2R3N, when

N numbers of point-masses are considered for the elastic

network.

One can calculate normal modes of the given protein

structure by using all-atom empirical potential function. The

http://www.biomechanics.ecs.umass.edu/umms.html
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Fig. 1. The representation of an elastic network model. The interactions (i.e., the potential between atoms) are modeled as virtual springs and the atoms as point

masses. The backbone of protein structure is presented as the thick black lines, and interactions between a-carbons as the blue lines.
empirical potential function includes the energy from internal

and external energy terms such that
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External energy

:

(2)
The internal energy terms describe the energy associated

with changes in bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles.

On the other hand, the external energy terms include salt-

bridges, hydrogen bonds, and van der Waals interactions

between atoms. The empirical potential function reflects all the

energy of the given protein structure. Usually, software

packages of empirical energy model are used to derive the

energy of a given structure [2,3].

However, the computational cost to derive an all-atom based

elastic network is very high or sometimes impractical.

Moreover, one should execute simulated annealing for the

given X-ray data to find an equilibrium state as an initial

conformation for NMA, which also needs high computational

cost. Practically, the limitation of data storage especially for

large proteins is another problem [1,4–7].

To reduce such a computational burden, one can make

an elastic network model only with a-carbons of the backbone

for a given protein structure, where a-carbon atoms are treated

as representatives of the corresponding residues. This

simplified model is called as a-carbon coarse-grained elastic

network model. In the folding of a protein structure, most

conformational changes take place in backbone dihedral

angles and side chain articulations. Therefore, this approach

is sufficient to globally reveal the backbone dynamics of a

given protein structure, because the low-frequency modes
from NMA represent only the collective motions without any

atomic detail [8–11].
To apply a simplified coarse-grained elastic network model

to a protein structure, one should define a simplified potential

which represents the interactions between a-carbons with

virtual springs. Tirion [12]suggested the simplified potential

model as an alternative to the empirical potential model such

that

Eðra; rbÞ ¼ 1
2
gðjra;bj � jr0a;bjÞ

2; (3)

where g is a scaling constant to match the theoretical result to

experimental data. This simplified potential means that the

potential energy of the elastic network is treated as a function of

distance change between two atoms. Tirion also showed that

this simplified potential yields a good result to calculate several

lowest normal modes.

Regarding the simplified potential, it is important to

determine the connectivity between a-carbons, which repre-

sents the interactions between a-carbon atoms in a protein

structure. In the literature, several connection rules have been

proposed for the simplified elastic network model. One of the

well-known and widely used connection rules is the distance-

cutoff method, where the a-carbon atoms within a distance-

cutoff are connected to each other with virtual springs, and the

stiffness values of each virtual spring is set as a constant value

[5–8,12,13]. Bahar and Jernigan suggested 7Å as the distance-
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cutoff of a coarse-grained model for proteins [14]. This

distance-cutoff is reported reliable for Gaussian network model

(GNM) [5], where the connectivity between atoms could reflect

the vibration of each atom in a given protein structure, so that

one can predict temperature factors of a protein structure from

NMA. However, this cutoff value did not work well with the

anisotropic network model (ANM), which can represent

directional fluctuations of each atom in three dimensional

space [8]. They had to use the bigger value such as 12–15Å so

as not to generate more than six-zero eigenvalues that exceed

the number of rigid-body motions of a given protein structure.

This is the main problem of the distance-cutoff method, namely

it can not guarantee the stability of the elastic network model

when a small distance-cutoff value is used. Although the

maximum distance of interactions between a-carbons is

reported as 7Å, a distance-cutoff of less than 10Å may result

in more than six zero eigenvalues. Thus, simplified elastic

network models are usually built using a distance-cutoff value

larger than 11Å [8,7,13,15].

Alternatively, one can use a cutoff-number of connections

instead of a distance-cutoff method [16]. In this method, the

number of connections for each atom is limited by a maximum

constant value. Typically, 20 connections for each atom is used

to build an elastic network model. Even though the elastic

network generated by cutoff-number method is more stable

and uniform than that of the distance-cutoff method, it is only

good for Elastic Network Interpolation (ENI), which is

designed for interpolation between two different conforma-

tions of the same protein [17–19]. Such a model may destroy

local flexibility too much, since the same number of

connections per atoms is applied.

In this work, we newly present a bond-cutoff method which

includes the chemical interactions of a given protein in its

simplified elastic network model. This method makes the

network model much sparser, but computation much faster than

the conventional rules such as distance-cutoff and cutoff-

number methods. In previous work, Jacobs et al. [20] assessed

chemical interactions in the protein structures to predict the

flexibility by using graph theory. By establishing a bond-

bending network and checking the hydrogen bonds and salt-

bridges as constraint of the network, they can reveal flexible

and rigid parts of the given protein. They showed these

interactions play an important role in protein structure

flexibility. In contrast to finding flexibility of protein structures,

however, one must stabilize the elastic network firstly in order

to adapt these chemical interactions and to obtain normal

modes. Hence, we propose the virtual spring connections along

the backbone chain, which can guarantee the stability of a

simplified elastic network model. Then, the connectivity of

external energy terms are considered.

Tama and Sanejouand [10] tested overlap values between

normal modes and conformational changes of 20 example

proteins, when using a simplified elastic network model with the

distance-cutoff method. They observed that the collective

motions obtained by several lowest normal modes can represent

the global conformational changes. In this paper, we also use the

overlap calculation as a validation tool for the proposed method.
In Section 2 we present a new methodology to generate

elastic network models, in which a network is stabilized by

backbone modeling as well as additional spring connections

based on chemical bond information. As a validation, we test

six example proteins by comparing overlap values between

infinitesimal motions calculated by NMA and direction vectors

of conformational changes in Section 3. Various features of the

bond-cutoff method are discussed in Section 4.

2. Methodology

2.1. Backbone modeling

When building an elastic network model with a-carbons,

each a-carbon has three degrees of freedom (DOF) in the

direction of X, Y, and Z axes. Therefore, in the case of elastic

network system with N number of a-carbons, the total number

of degrees of freedom of the system is 3N, which includes the

six rigid-body motions and 3N � 6 number of relative

deformations (i.e., non-rigid body normal modes). These 3N �
6 constraints can be categorized into the three internal

coordinate representation, which is widely used to describe

the conformational changes of a polymer: N � 1 bond lengths

(prismatic joints), N � 2 bond angles (revolute joints at each

pivot point), and N � 3 torsion angles (revolute joints in the

middle of each link).

In order to stabilize an elastic network, two conditions must

be kept. First, there must be more than three virtual springs per

each point mass to constrain the degrees of freedom of each

point mass. Second, total number of constraint must exceed

3N � 6 [21]. One simple but efficient way to satisfy these

constraints is to make the spring connections from one residue

to more than three neighbors along the backbone of a given

protein such that

Kcov
i; j ¼

g � kcov1 if ji� jj ¼ 1

g � kcov2 if 2 � ji� jj � Bc;
0 if ji� jj>Bc

8<
: (4)

where Bc is the ‘‘bond-cutoff’’ number, and g is a constant

value to adjust spring stiffness. The kcov1 and kcov2 are the ratio
constants, which represent the stiffness of interactions along the

backbone atoms in a given protein. In the case that the value of

bond-cutoff value (Bc) is 3, the total number of spring con-

nections is equal to the number of minimum constraints

3N � 6, and the each a-carbon has more than three virtual

springs with its neighbor a-carbons. This means that the elastic

network model with backbone modeling satisfies the mechan-

ical stability, so that it can reflect all the changes through the

backbone.

2.2. Chemical interactions: disulfide bonds, hydrogen

bonds, salt-bridges, and van der Waals forces

In addition to the backbone modeling, we can now consider

the effects of the chemical interactions. First, disulfide bonds

are modeled. For the relationship of disulfide bonds, one can
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check the position of all sulfide atoms of cysteine residues for

the given protein and connect two sulphur atoms with a

disulfide bridge, when the distance between them is below 3Å

[22]. Then, this connectivity is represented as a linkage of a-

carbon pairs in a simplified coarse-grained model. One can

make the linking matrix with respect to residues such that

KSSbonds
i; j

¼
g � kSSbonds if k~si �~s jk � ds

0 if k~si �~s jk> ds

0 if i th or j th residue is not cysteine

8><
>: (5)

where ~si is a position vector for a sulphur atom of the i th

residue. ds is distance cutoff of disulfide bonds, which is set as

3Å. kSSbonds represents the ratio constant of the disulfide con-

nection, which is set as 100.

Second, hydrogen bonds are modeled, which play a major

role in stabilizing secondary structures such as a-helices and b-

strands. We use the HBPLUS program to generate the

connections representing hydrogen bonds for a given protein

structure [23]. This program automatically positions missing

hydrogen atoms in PDB files, and then predicts all the possible

hydrogen bonds. From output file of HBPLUS, we obtain the

connectivity information and convert it into virtual links

between residues. One can write the equation which can

represent hydrogen bonds such that

KHbonds
i; j ¼ g � kHbonds if Hi; j ¼ 1

0 if Hi; j ¼ 0

�
; (6)

where Hi; j is the connection relationship between residues

calculated by HBPLUS. Each component of Hi; j is set as

one when a hydrogen bond exists between i th and j th residues,

otherwise it is set as zero. kHbonds is the stiffness ratio for

hydrogen bonds, which is set as 10.

Third, ionic bonds or salt-bridges are modeled, which are

interactions between charged atoms [24]. For the modeling of

salt-bridge, we use a similar rule used in the modeling of

disulfide bonds. Namely, if anionic atoms of charged amino

acids such as aspartic acid and glutamic acid are placed near the

cationic atoms of lysine and arginine within 4Å, one can

assume that a salt-bridge exists between the specified residues

[25]. This connectivity is also converted into residue-based

linkages in the elastic network model. As a result, one can

model ionic interactions such that

KSaltBridge
i; j

¼

g � kSaltBridge if k~bi �~b jk � dion

0 if k~bi �~b jk> dion

0 if i th or j th residue is not

a charged amino acid

8>>><
>>>:

; (7)

where bi is the position of the ionic atoms of i th residue. The

cutoff distance of ionic interaction dion is set as 4Å, and the

stiffness ratio kSaltBridge is set as 10.
Finally, van der Waals forces are modeled to represent the

dispersion force between a-carbons. To model this effect, we
adopt distance-cutoff model, where the linking matrix can be

derived such that

Kvdw
i; j ¼ g � kvdw if k~xi �~x jk � Rc

0 if k~xi �~x jk>Rc

�
(8)

where Rc is a distance-cutoff value. kvdw is ratio constant for van

der Waals force, which is set as one.

The linking matrix Ki; j for the given protein structure is set

as union of KCovalent
i; j , KSSbonds

i; j , KHbonds
i; j , KSaltBridge

i; j , and Kvdw
i; j .

Each component of Ki; j has the biggest value among those of

the linking matrices for each type of chemical interactions.

Namely, it has a non-negative value when the corresponding

residue has covalent bonds, hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds, van

der Waals force, or no connection.

2.3. Overlap of normal modes

The overlap is an index to compare the similarity between

the calculated normal modes and the conformational changes of

a given protein. In this work, the overlap value defined by

Marques and Sanejouard [26] is used such that

I j ¼

����P3N
i¼1Ai jDri

�����P3N
i¼1A

2
i j

P3N
i¼1Dr

2
i

�1=2 ; (9)

where I j is the overlap index for the j th normal mode, which is

the cosine of the angle between the conformational change

vector and the j th normal mode vector. The Ai j is a displace-

ment by the j th normal mode at the position of i th a-carbon.

After superimposing the open form on the closed form, we can

obtain the difference vector DR which represents the confor-

mational change between two conformations. Here Dri is the i

th component of DR corresponding to the j th a-carbon. The

overlap value would be from zero to one. If the calculated

normal mode is the exactly same as the direction of conforma-

tional change, the overlap value will be ‘‘one’’.

3. Results

As a validation of the proposed connection rule, six proteins

are tested: LAO binding protein [27], maltodextrin binding

protein [28,29], adenylate kinase [30,31], enolase [32,33],

lactoferrin [34], and calcium ATPase [35,36]. These protein

structures have at least two different conformations such as

‘‘open’’ and ‘‘closed’’ forms with more than 3Å root mean

squared deviation (RMSD) value.We select those proteins from

‘‘Molecular Movement Database’’ [37], and obtain the

structural information from the Brookhaven PDB [38]. We

present the protein names, the PDB codes, and the number of

residues in Table 1.

The elastic network models for test proteins are built by

using the bond-cutoff method, which includes backbone

modeling, disulfide bridges, hydrogen bonds, salt-bridges

and van der Waals interactions as mentioned above. In all

cases, the value of bond-cutoff (Bc) is set as three, and the value
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Table 1

Proteins used for NMA with the bond-cutoff method

Protein name PDB codes No. of residues

LAO binding protein 2LAO, 1LST 238

Maltodextrin binding protein 1OMP, 1ANF 370

Adenylate kinase 4AKE, 1AKE 421

Enolase 1ONE, 4ENL 436

Lactoferrin 1LFH, 1LFG 691

Calcium ATPase 1SU4, 1KJU 994
of distance-cutoff (Rc), which represents van der Waals

interaction, are varied as 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, and

8.0Å. In addition, these new models are compared with four

conventional models generated by distance-cutoff rule,

where Rc is set to be 11.0, 13.0, 15.0, and 17.0Å, and the

stiffness of virtual springs is set as all the same value as one

[1,4,8].

In Fig. 2, we present the overlap results of two different

types of network models together. One is generated by the

bond-cutoff rule proposed here and the other by the

conventional distance-cutoff rule. The maximum overlap value

are presented as bar graphs, and the rank of the corresponding

normal mode (rigid body modes are not taken into account in

the numbering) is placed at upper side of the bar graph.

One can observe that the elastic network models by the

bond-cutoff method can reflect the conformational change

better than distance-cutoff model in the cases of the open forms.

In the case of the open form of maltodextrin binding protein

(1OMP), the maximum overlap by the bond-cutoff method is

0.93 when Bc is three and Rc is 7.0Å, whereas the distance-

cutoff rule achieves only 0.83 when Rc is 15.0Å. The minimum

overlap values are 0.67 when Bc is three and Rc is 6.0Å by the

bond-cutoff method and 0.70 by the distance-cutoff method,

respectively. In the case of LAO binding protein, the elastic

networks by the bond-cutoff method shows better performance

than the conventional connection rules. The overlap values by

the distance-cutoff rule are about 0.80. However, the new

method improves them near or more than 0.90 except when the

Rc is 4.5Å. One can also observe that in calcium ATPase are the

overlap values by the new method better than the distance-

cutoff cases, though the normal mode with the maximum

overlap value has been shifted from the first to the second

lowest non-rigid body mode.

The open form of lactoferrin (1LFH) shows impressive

improvements in overlap values. The maximum overlap value

is improved from 0.53 (distance-cutoff model when Rc is

11.0Å) to 0.82 (bond-cutoff model when Bc is 3, and Rc is

4.5Å). In Fig. 3, the mode shapes by the bond-cutoff method

and by distance-cutoff method are presented, respectively. For

comparison, the direction vectors along the conformational

change are also displayed by arrow graph. One can observe that

the main conformational change between 1LFH and 1LFG is

the relative rotational motion of N2 domain [39], which is

depicted as Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(b), the normal mode by the

bond-cutoff method dominantly shows the rotational motion

of N2 domain. In contrast, the normal mode from the
distance-cutoff model represents relatively small motion of

N2 domain, but large twisting motion of C domain as shown in

Fig. 3(c). The animation of these motions is presented under

http://biomechanics.ecs.umass.edu/umms.html. On the anima-

tion, the ENI (Elastic Network Interpolation) method is used to

show conformational transition between 1LFH and 1LFG [16].

The ENI method is an interpolation technique to minimize the

RMSD value of two given structures, which also presents the

rotational motion of N2 domain.

In contrast that most of open forms of test proteins get the

higher overlap values when the bond-cutoff method is applied,

the overlap values for the closed conformations by the bond-

cutoff method are largely similar to those by the distance-cutoff

method. For example, the maximum overlap values of the

closed form of lactoferrin (1LFG) are 0.65 (the bond-cutoff

method when Bc is three and Rc is 7.5Å) and 0.62 (the distance-

cutoff method when Rc is 17.0Å), respectively. Only adenylate

kinase (1AKE) and LAO binding protein (1LST) exceptionally

shows the substantial improvement of the overlap values by the

bond-cutoff method even in the closed conformations (see

Fig. 2).

NMA results for six example proteins and the animations are

available at UMass Morph Server which is a protein dynamics

web server based on elastic network models. One cannot only

obtain the protein motions graphically, but also download those

numeric data files from http://biomechanics.ecs.umass.edu/

umms.html.

4. Discussion

4.1. Various stiffness values for chemical interactions

We use different stiffness values for each type of chemical

interactions. The force constant of the spring linking between

two consecutive a-carbons is set to be 100, whereas the

constant for van der Waals interactions is set as one. We

determine values of the ratio constants for virtual springs based

on the order of each bonding energy for chemical interactions

[40].

The virtual springs between i th and ðiþ 1Þ th residues along
the protein backbone represent the virtual bond lengths. The

relative distance between two consecutive a-carbons should be

about 3.8Å consistently for most protein structures. Therefore,

these connections are modeled as stronger compared to other

chemical interactions. The connections from i th to ðiþ 2Þ th
residues are required to satisfy virtual bond angle constraints.

Moreover, the connections between i th and ðiþ 3Þ th residues

represent the virtual torsion angle constraints. The energy

needed to change bond angles of the native protein is much

higher than that of torsion angles. However, in a simplified

coarse-grained model, these two angle changes turn out to be a

mixture of changes in both virtual bond and torsion angles.

Thus we set a same stiffness constant value of one for

connections between i th and ðiþ 2Þ th residues, and between

i th and ðiþ 3Þ th residues in this context.

For the other interactions, the accurate stiffness value for

each interaction is not available. We just adopt the order of

http://www.biomechanics.ecs.umass.edu/umms.html
http://www.biomechanics.ecs.umass.edu/umms.html
http://www.biomechanics.ecs.umass.edu/umms.html
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Fig. 2. The comparison of the maximum overlap between the bond-cutoff model (white bar) and the distance-cutoff model (black bar).
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Fig. 3. The comparison of the lowest normal mode of the open form of lactoferrin (1LFH) generated by the bond-cutoff method with that of the distance-cutoff

method. (a) The conformational change vector from the open form (1LFH) to the closed form (1LFG). (b) The normal mode shape when the bond-cutoff value ðBcÞis
three and the distance-cutoff value ðRcÞis 4.5Å. (c) The normal mode shape by the distance-cutoff only model when Rc is 11.0Å.

Table 2

The stiffness ratio

Coefficient Stiffness ratio Average energy

(kcal/mol)

kcov1 100 100

kcov2 1

kSSbonds 100 100

kHbonds 10 5

kSaltBrige 10 5

kvdw 1 < 1.0
average energy for various interaction as ratio constants.

Table 2 summarizes the stiffness ratio with respect to the types

of interactions.

4.2. Minimum cutoff value for the distance-cutoff rule

Next, we discuss the reason why 11Å is used as the

minimum stable cutoff distance, when one uses the distance-

cutoff rule to make the elastic network model for a given

protein structure. In Fig. 4, the distances from i th residues to
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Fig. 4. The distance between neighbors of a-carbons of lactoferrin (1LFH).

The distance between i th and ðiþ 1Þ th a-carbon atoms is presented as symbol

‘o’, between i th and ðiþ 2Þ th as ‘ ^’, and between i th and ðiþ 3Þ th as ‘ þ’

respectively. The maximum distance of i th and ðiþ 3Þ th backbone atom is

10.8Å. This result shows the minimum distance-cutoff of 1LFH should exceed

10.8Å to make the elastic network stable when the distance-cutoff method is

used for lactoferrin. The total number of points is 2067, which is the same as the

number of constraint 3N � 6 (N ¼ 691).
ðiþ 1Þ th, ðiþ 2Þ th, and ðiþ 3Þ th residues are presented for

the open form of lactoferrin (1LFH). One can easily observe

that the maximum distance between i th and ðiþ 3Þ th is about

11Å. This result explains well why people have empirically

used the cutoff values larger than 11Å to date [1,4,8]. Namely,

one has to choose a larger value than 11Å as a distance-cutoff

value in order to satisfy the stability condition of an elastic

network model mentioned in Section 2.1.

In addition, it is worth emphasizing that the virtual spring

connections among three consecutive neighbors along the

backbone are not necessary condition, but sufficient condi-
Fig. 5. The maximum overlap of the distance-cutoff model and the bond-cutoff mode

ATPase.
tion with a minimum number of connections to stabilize a

given elastic network system. Even if the distance-cutoff

method with a cutoff value smaller than 11Å is able to build

an elastic network model, it is limited to only small globular

proteins due to the network stability. In contrast, one can

always obtain a stable elastic network model by the proposed

bond-cutoff method regardless of the size and shape of a

given protein.

4.3. Making sensitive elastic networks with respect to Rc

In the cases of the distance-cutoff method, one can observe

that the change in the maximum overlap value is negligible

when the distance-cutoff value Rc varies from 11 to 17Å. As of

the open forms of lactoferrin (1LFH) and calcium ATPase

(1SU4), the maximum overlap values are about 0.61 and 0.45,

respectively, the difference between highest and lowest overlap

values is only 0.06 and 0.03. This result implies that the

distance-cutoff method is good for making robust elastic

networks insensitive to the range of cutoff distance. In fact, the

wider range of distance-cutoff value over 11Å has been used to

predict reliable temperature factors from NMA based on elastic

network models [5,8].

In contrast, the bond-cutoff method shows a different

feature. The overlap values are widely varied depending on

Rc. Using the bond-cutoff method with Bc of three, the

lactoferrin (1LFH) has the maximum overlap value of 0.82

with 4.5Å (Rc), whereas the minimum value of 0.46 is obtained

with 8.0Å (Rc). This minimum value is similar to the lowest

overlap value of 0.47 obtained by the distance-cutoff model.

Therefore, we conclude that compared to the bond-cutoff

method, the bond-cutoff method generates much more sensitive

(or flexible) elastic network models with respect to Rc. Namely,

the elastic network generated by the bond-cutoff method has

less damping characteristics than that by the distance-cutoff

method.
l without hydrogen bond and ionic bond information, for lactoferrin and calcium
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Fig. 6. The sparsity pattern of linking matrices. The linking matrices of the open form of lactoferrin (1LFH) calculated by the bond-cutoff method and the distance-

cutoff method are presented, respectively. (a) The linking matrix from the bond-cutoff method. The backbone modeling and the interactions such as hydrogen bonds,

salt-bridges, and van der Waals forces (Rc ¼ 5:0Å) are considered to build this sparse linking matrix. (b) The linking matrix from the distance-cutoff method. The

distance-cutoff Rc is 11.0Å. The total number of connections from the bond-cutoff method (¼ 5168) is less than half the connection from the distance-cutoff method

(¼ 17,752).
4.4. Elastic network model without virtual springs

representing hydrogen bonds and salt-bridges

Hydrogen bonds and salt-bridges play an important role in

maintaining folded structures of native proteins, as well as the

conformational changes between meta-stable conformations.

To demonstrate those roles in the proposed elastic network

model, we temporarily exclude the virtual springs which

represent hydrogen bonds and salt-bridges from our model so

that only the backbone and van der Waals interactions are

considered. Fig. 5 presents the overlap results about lactoferrin

(1LFH) and calcium ATPase (1SU4). The maximum overlap

value for lactoferrin (calcium ATPase) falls down from 0.82

(0.67) to 0.63 (0.52).

We observe two important facts from this experiment. First,

protein dynamics is ruled by hydrogen bond and salt-bridge

interactions rather than van der Waals interactions. Without

modeling the effects of hydrogen bonds and salt-bridges in our

model, we cannot capture the nature of proteins well. Second,

there exist unnecessary virtual springs in the elastic network
Table 3

The elapsed time to calculate first 40 normal modes

Bc 3 3 3 3 3 3

Rc(Å) 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0

1OMP 1.69 1.68 1.70 1.68 1.78 2.02

1ANF 1.27 1.56 1.66 1.90 1.78 1.87

4AKE 0.61 0.64 0.75 0.76 0.81 0.86

1AKE 0.70 0.72 1.01 0.83 0.91 0.98

1LFH 3.45 3.74 3.66 3.79 4.14 4.14

1LFG 3.53 3.47 3.94 3.73 4.04 3.94

1SU4 5.34 5.33 5.48 6.18 6.82 6.97

1KJU 6.44 6.40 6.62 7.43 7.22 8.88

2LAO 0.93 0.75 0.74 0.92 1.04 1.09

1LST 0.76 0.74 0.91 1.09 1.04 1.18

1ONE 2.09 2.24 2.39 3.28 3.67 2.97

4ENL 2.01 2.08 2.39 2.61 2.49 3.11

The bond-cutoff value zero means the distance-cutoff only. The calculation time by th

one tenth. We use the Pentium 4 computer with 1.6 GHz CPU, 1 GByte RAM, an
model by the distance-cutoff method. When a distance-cutoff

over 11Å is applied to a protein, the linking matrix includes

most of links corresponding to hydrogen bonds and salt-bridges

because those interaction ranges are shorter than the cutoff

distance.Why are not the overlap values improved, even getting

worse? Although the distance-cutoff method is able to generate

a robust elastic network model including all chemical

interactions by exaggerating the van der Waals range, such

an assumption produces so many unnecessary spring connec-

tions in the network model so that the stiffness is overestimated

and the generality of the system is destroyed too much.

Consequently, the proper distribution of virtual spring

connections determined by chemical bond information is more

important than the number of springs in the elastic network

model.

4.5. Computational cost

The proposed bond-cutoff method usually makes less

number of connections than the distance-cutoff method does.
3 3 0 0 0 0

7.5 8.0 11.0 13.0 15.0 17.0

2.43 2.56 4.07 8.45 8.00 9.90

2.44 2.43 4.09 7.71 8.74 10.24

0.91 0.93 2.03 2.78 3.48 4.16

1.02 1.07 2.07 3.13 3.98 4.87

4.31 5.39 8.63 16.95 26.76 23.93

4.71 5.46 8.20 15.31 29.78 26.21

6.60 7.55 12.89 19.07 36.84 61.44

9.01 9.58 14.32 25.26 50.86 57.51

1.05 1.10 2.40 3.72 4.06 4.73

1.22 1.15 2.53 4.16 4.52 5.36

3.08 3.53 5.80 11.58 10.65 13.69

3.26 3.67 5.52 10.24 10.05 12.99

e bond-cutoff model is faster than that of the conventional model as from half to

d Linux operating system. (Unit: second).
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Therefore, the computational cost to solve eigenvalue problem

of the stiffness matrix is also reduced.

Fig. 6 shows the linking matrices of lactoferrin which is built

by the bond-cutoff method and the distance-cutoff method,

respectively. The total number of connections by the new

method are 5168 when Bc is three and Rc is 5.0Å, whereas the

distance-cutoff method creates 17,752 links when Rc is set as

11.0Å. The density of the linking matrix of the new model is

less than half that of the conventional model built by the

distance-cutoff method. The computation time for NMA is also

reduced from 4.83 to 1.50 seconds.

The CPU time for other proteins with various elastic

network models is in Table 3. One can observe the

computational improvement in all cases. For this simulation,

we utilize a PC with 1.6 GHz Pentium 4 processor, 1 GB RAM,

and Linux operating system. Function ‘‘eigs’’ of the Matlab

package has been used to solve the eigenvalue problem [41].

5. Conclusions

In this article, a sparse and more efficient connection rule for

a-carbon coarse-grained elastic network models is proposed as

an alternative of the conventional distance-cutoff method. The

connection rules are basically governed by the chemical bond

information. First, the virtual spring connections along three

consecutive backbone residues are established. This backbone

modeling itself is enough to make the network analytically

stable and also explains the reason why the conventional

distance-cutoff model needs a cutoff value larger than 11Å in

order to perform NMA properly. Second, hydrogen bond pairs

are calculated by the HBPLUS software and the corresponding

residues are connected to each other. Likewise, the virtual

springs for salt-bridges are modeled between residue bases

when the distance between ionic atoms is less than 4.0Å. We

show that the connections by hydrogen bonds and ionic bonds

play an important role in representing protein dynamics with

infinitesimal motions set by normal modes. In addition, van der

Waals interactions are considered with a radial distance-cutoff

model. One can build more reliable elastic network models by

varying the van der Waals interaction range from 4.5 to 8.0Å.

This relatively short cutoff range is sometimes impracticable in

the distance-cutoff method.

As a validation, we perform NMA for six example proteins,

each of which has two different conformations (i.e., open and

closed). The overlap values are improved in our model and the

computational cost is also diminished as compared with the

conventional approaches. Consequently, the bond-cutoff

method proposed here is physically more accurate and

numerically more efficient than the distance-cutoff method

because of the significant reduction of unnecessary spring

connections in elastic network models.
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